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Foreword 

 

More has been said about the writing of lawyers and judges than of any other group, except, 

of course, poets and novelists. The difference is that while the latter has usually been admired 

for their writing, the public has almost always damned lawyers and judges for theirs. If this 

state of affairs has changed in recent times, it is only in that many lawyers and judges have 

now joined the rest of the world is complaining about the quality of legal prose. 

 

 

My best wishes to all these student contributors, for their future endeavours. My best 

wishes and assurance to the readers that this will add a lot to the knowledge after reading 

this perfect case compilation. It’s not just for the legal fraternity but for anyone who has an 

interest in the field of law. 

 

 

By Ishita Arora 
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Preface 

 

May there be Peace in Heaven, May there be Peace in the Sky, May there be Peace in 

the Earth, May there be Peace in the Water, May there be Peace in the Plants, May 

there be Peace in the Trees, May there be Peace in the Gods in the various Worlds, 

May there be Peace in all the human beings, May there be Peace in All. PEACE, 

PEACE, PEACE. 

 

Our age-old culture prays for peace and happiness for one and all. Family is the first 

and oldest social group. It has played an important role in the stability and prosperity 

of the civilization. Almost everything of lasting value in humanity has its roots in the 

family. Peace and harmony in the family are important for the all-round development 

of children. This Compilation of Judiciary notes by All India Legal Forum is aimed 

at bringing about desired sensitivity in all duty holders. We’re glad to be a part of the 

All India Forum. Here’s an introduction to my team: 

Senior Manager: Ishita Arora 

Manager: Avantika Mahajan, Sakshi Gupta 

Researchers: 

1. Abhiraj Singh 

2. Manya Purwar 

3. Priya 

4. Janvitha Thatha 

5. Asmaa Amatullah Khan 

 

 

Editor: Ishita 
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Corporate News 

PayPal partners with leading edutech 

companies 

 

The edutech industry is poised to emerge as 

a $30 billion market in the next 10 years 

Global digital payments major PayPal has 

strengthened its presence across India’s 

$800 million edutech sector through its 

partnership with leading brands including 

upGrad, Great Learning, Camp K12, 

Edureka, Flintoclass, Cuemath. 

“As the Indian edutech sector grows both 

within India and internationally, PayPal’s 

presence across 200 markets will help these 

merchants reach a global consumer base 

and drive growth,” it said in a statement on 

Friday. 

“The edutech industry is poised to emerge 

as a $30 billion market in the next 10 

years,” according to a report by transaction 

advisory firm RBSA Advisors, the 

statement further said. 

Navin Mistry, Director, Enterprise Sales, 

PayPal said, “Our partnership with some of 

the leading names in the sector has played a 

critical role in helping them realise their 

cross-border growth aspirations and 

leverage the Indian edutech sector 

globally.” PayPal India’s total transaction 

value jumped 40% from a year earlier in the 

June quarter as small businesses sold goods 

and services to overseas consumers amid 

the second covid wave, a top executive said. 

Services exports have predominantly led 

the volume growth, particularly supported 

by large edtech firms and online tutors, tech 

freelancers, smaller software-as-a-service 

(SaaS) platforms and female entrepreneurs 

in wellness and health segments. 

Parent PayPal Holdings Inc., which shut 

down its local payment services business in 

April, is entirely focused on international 

sales for small and medium businesses. 

PayPal offers its payment gateway to Indian 

brands and online merchants and provides 

international remittance services for small 

and medium enterprises, including 

exporters, in the country. 

In 2020, PayPal India did about $1.4 billion 

of total payment volume with close to 

360,000 small exporters. 
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Microsoft becomes the world’s most 

valuable stock as Apple slumps 

 

Microsoft rose as much as 1.1% to hit a 

market value of $2.46 trillion, blowing past 

Apple after reporting estimate-topping 

results for an 11th straight quarter earlier 

this week 

The drop in Apple Inc.’s shares on Friday 

propelled Microsoft Corp. to the position of 

the world’s largest listed company by 

market capitalization. 

Microsoft passed Apple in market cap on 

Friday, making it the world’s most valuable 

publicly traded company, after Apple 

missed earnings expectations on Thursday. 

Microsoft had a market cap of nearly $2.49 

trillion at market close, while Apple’s stood 

at about $2.46 trillion. 

Apple reported on Thursday that revenue 

missed Wall Street expectations in the 

company’s fiscal fourth quarter, a result of 

supply chain constraints. CEO Tim Cook 

told CNBC’s Josh Lipton the revenue 

shortfall is estimated at $6 billion, but he 

expects worse supply chain issues in the 

December quarter. 

Sales of iPhones at the company were up 

47% year over year but also fell short of 

analyst expectations. The company’s fourth 

quarter only included a few days of iPhone 

13 sales. 

Microsoft beat revenue expectations in its 

fiscal first quarter, which climbed about 

22% year over year. That was the fastest 

growth since 2018, CNBC previously 

reported. 

Apple was the first company to reach a $1 

trillion and $2 trillion market cap. It became 

the world’s most valuable publicly traded 

company when it surpassed state oil giant 

Saudi Aramco in market cap last year. 

Microsoft last topped Apple in market cap 

in 2020 as the coronavirus pandemic 

wreaked havoc on supply chains. It first 

closed above a $2 trillion market cap in 

June after revealing the first major update 

to Windows in more than five years. 

At market close, Microsoft’s stock was up 

more than 48% year to date, while Apple’s 

had risen almost 13%. 
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Five IPO’s  to hit the market in the first 

half of the November , seeks to raise over 

27,000 cr  

After a long gap ,the five firms including 

policybazaar parent PB Fintech and Paytm 

parent one 97 communications have lined 

up to raise 27,000 cr in the first half of 

November. 

The other firms whose initial share-sale are 

set open to decorative aesthetics supplier 

SJS enterprises, microcrystalline cellulose 

manufacture , Sigachi industries and 

Sapphire Foods India. 

Nykaa, Fino payments ,FSN E-Commerce 

have IPO’s which are currently open for 

public subscription. 

Nykaa and Fino payments banks will 

conclude three day initial share sales on 

November 1 and November 2. Nykaa to 

raise Rs.5352 crore through IPO, Fintech 

Firm Fino payments bank is seeking to 

mobile 1200 crore by initial share sale. 

Bull markets are the best time if any 

company goes to public to get better 

premiums and valuations in the business. 

Tech Companies to get a better premium as 

it has a ability to scale exponentially. That 

is why many start ups raise cash by going 

for an IPO this time. The trend of 

technology based companies going public 

to continue in the immediate future until the 

market calms down and move downward. 

The IPO’s will reduce, if market falls in the 

future. 

The fundraising in the year was higher than 

Rs.26,611 crore collected in 2020 by 15 

companies through initial share sales. 

The 5710 crore IPO of PB Fintech issues 

Rs.3750 worth of  equity  shares and offers 

for sale about Rs.1960 crore by existing 

shareholders. The new economy companies 

like E-Commerce , Fintech and other start-

ups will head the next round for capital into 

economy an start of boom with IPO’s lined 

up. 

 

More strict capital norms for EXIM 

Bank, NABARD, NHB and SIDBI by 

RBI.  

A minimum of 11.5% capital is proposed 

by the Reserve Bank of India for all the 4 

India Financial Institution that is EXIM 

bank, NABARD, NHB, SIDBI. 

These new and stricter capital norms will be 

applicable to Exim Bank, National Housing 

Bank and Small Industries Development 

Bank, National Bank for Agriculture & 

Rural Development of India from the next 

fiscal. 

“As the Indian economy grows further, the 

AIFIs are increasingly being seen as key 

institutions to promote the flow of direct or 

indirect credit to the economic sectors they 

cater to. It has been decided, therefore, to 
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extend Basel III Capital framework to the 

AIFIs,” RBI said in a draft master direction. 

 

RBI informed that from the 1st of April, 

2022, the said institutions need to have a  

 Minimum total capital at 9%  

 Minimum capital buffer at 2.5% 

 Minimum common equity tier 1 (CET1) 

capital at 5.5% and 

 Minimum tier 1 capital requirement 

proposed at 7%. 

 

For measurement of capital charge for 

credit risk and market risk, standardized 

approaches should be adopted by these 

entities.  

   

The liberty to increase sources by issuing 

bonds were granted. The bonds can be 

raised either by public or through private 

placement with a minimum maturity of 3 

years. 

 

ICRA Managing director and group 

chief executive resigns. 

The managing director and the group chief 

executive, N. Sivaraman resigns. 

The new managing director and group chief 

executive has been appointed. 

Mr. Ramnath Krishnan now has been given 

the post of the new managing director and 

group chief executive. 

COVID-19 Manufacturers and PM Modi 

interact. 

This interaction took place right after the 

milestone of administering 100 crore 

vaccinations in the country. 

This interaction was held in New Delhi 

where the Prime Minister of India met the 

Indian COVID-19 manufacturers. 

The manufacturer who took part in this 

interaction included: 

Serum Institute of India (SII), CEO Adar 

Poonawalla. 

Union Health Minister, Mansukh 

Mandaviya. 

Minister of State for Health, Bharati Pawan 

Pawar. 

 

Reliance Industries shares rise nearly 

3% post Q2 results, erase gains and slip 

over 2% later 

 

Reliance Industries share price: The oil-to-

telecom behemoth's shares sank 2.17 

percent to Rs 2,570.10 per share on the 

BSE, while it dropped 2.18 percent to Rs 

2,570.00 per share on the National Stock 
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Exchange (NSE). It had risen 2.74 percent 

to Rs 2,699 on the BSE earlier in the day, 

while it had gained 2% to Rs 2,680 on the 

NSE. 

In early trading on Monday, shares of 

market heavyweight Reliance Industries 

(RIL) jumped over 3% after the company 

announced a significant 46 percent increase 

in consolidated net profit for the September 

quarter (Q2) of the financial year 2021-22, 

to Rs 15,479 crore (FY22). However, 

within minutes, the stock had lost all of its 

gains and was down over 2%. 

On the BSE, the oil-to-telecom behemoth's 

stock fell as high as 2.17 percent to Rs 

2,570.10 a share, while on the NSE, it lost 

2.18 percent to Rs 2,570.00 per share. It had 

risen 2.74 percent to Rs 2,699 on the BSE 

earlier in the day, while it had gained 2% to 

Rs 2,680 on the NSE. 

It was trading at Rs 2,622.55 on the BSE at 

11:24 a.m., down 0.17 percent, and Rs 

2,622.75 on the NSE, down 0.18 percent.  

RIL announced a 46 percent growth in 

consolidated net profit for the second 

quarter of FY22, to Rs 15,479 crore, 

compared to Rs 10,602 crore in the same 

time last year, after market hours on Friday. 

The company's gross revenue for the 

quarter was Rs 1,91,532 crore, up 49.2% 

from Rs 1,28,385 crore the previous year. 

Jio Platforms' net profit increased by 23.5 

percent to Rs 3,728 crore in the third 

quarter. Jio's gross revenue for the quarter 

increased by 15.2 percent to Rs 23,222 

crore. For the second quarter, Reliance 

Retail generated gross sales of Rs 45,426 

crore, up 10.5 percent year on year and 

higher than the pre-Covid period. Its net 

profit for the quarter increased by 74.2 

percent to Rs 1,695 crore. 

"In compared to pre-Covid levels, all of our 

companies have expanded." Our financial 

and operational results demonstrate a solid 

recovery in the retail industry, as well as 

continuous growth, in the oil-to-chemicals 

(O2C) and digital services industries. 

Chairman and CEO of RIL "Our O2C 

business benefited from a considerable 

resurgence in demand across categories and 

higher transportation fuel margins," 

Mukesh Ambani said. 

 

Nykaa IPO to open on Thursday; price 

band set at Rs 1,085-1,125/share 

 

FSN E-Commerce Ventures Ltd, the 

organization powering Nykaa, an online 
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cosmetics e-commerce platform, 

announced on Monday that it has set a price 

range of Rs 1,085-1,125 per share for its 

initial public offer (IPO), which will open 

for subscription later this week. 

The initial public offer (IPO) will begin 

accepting subscriptions on October 28 and 

end on November 1. According to a release, 

it consists of equity shares worth up to Rs 

630 crore (new issue) and an offer for sale 

of up to 41,972,660 equity shares by selling 

shareholders (offer for sale or OFS). 

Bids can be placed for as little as 12 equity 

shares and as many as 12 equity shares after 

that. It further stated that the offer includes 

a reserve of up to 250,000 equity shares for 

qualified workers to acquire. 

According to reports, the corporation is 

looking for a valuation of more than USD 7 

billion. TPG Growth IV SF Pte, Lighthouse 

India Fund, and other existing investors are 

anticipated to sell their shares in the IPO. 

Nykаа hаd а net рrоfit оf Rs 61.9 сrоre in 

FY21, uр frоm а defiсit оf Rs 16.3 сrоre the 

рreviоus yeаr. Its overall revenue in FY21 

was Rs 2,452.6 crore, up from Rs 1,777.8 

crore in FY20. 

"We are a prominent consumer technology 

platform in India... (With) over 3 million 

SKUs from 4,000+ brands and a total of 13 

million transactional customers... In a 

briefing, Nykaa Executive Chairperson, 

MD, and CEO Falguni Nayar stated, "We 

do feel that there is substantial headroom 

available for development at each level 

throughout India's digital use case funnel." 

Nykaa's platform received 17.1 million 

orders for beauty and personal care 

products in FY2021, resulting in a total 

GMV of Rs 33,804.1 million, up 35.3 

percent from FY2020. In addition to its 

online presence, the company has 38 Luxe 

shops, 32 On-trend stores, and 9 kiosks. 

The company plans to utilise the revenues 

from the IPO to enhance customer 

acquisition and retention by increasing 

brand exposure and awareness, repaying 

outstanding borrowings taken out by the 

company and one of its subsidiaries, and 

opening additional retail outlets and 

warehouses.  

Falguni Nayar said the company will 

"always put retailer first" when it comes to 

acquisitions, bringing foreign and Indian 

brands to customers. 

“We will be a brand house with a vast range 

of brands spanning beauty and fashion that 

will generate a significant portion of net 

revenue,” she added. 
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Maruti Suzuki India Q2 PAT drop 65% 

YoY to Rs 475 crore 

 

Maruti Suzuki India Ltd's net profit fell 

65.3 percent in the September quarter, 

owing to a worldwide semiconductor 

shortage that hampered output at the 

country's largest automaker. 

From Rs 1,371.6 crore in Q2 FY21 to Rs 

475.3 crore in Q2 FY22, Maruti Suzuki 

India's net profit decreased 65.3 percent to 

Rs 475.3 crore. Net sаles rоse by 9.1% YоY 

tо Rs 1,929.78 сrоre during the quаrter. 

Operating EBIT fell by 91.5 percent in Q2 

FY22 to Rs 98.8 crore, down from Rs 

116.77 crore in Q2 FY21. On September 

30, 2021, the operating EBIT margin was 

0.5 percent, compared to 6.6 percent on 

September 30, 2020. In Q2 FY22, profit 

before tax was Rs 599 crore, down 65.7 

percent from Rs 1,747.8 crore in Q2 FY21. 

During the quarter, the company sold a total 

of 379,541 units, owing to a global shortfall 

of electronic components. In the domestic 

market, 320,133 units were sold. Exports 

totaled 59,408 units, the greatest quarterly 

total ever. 

The company sold 393,130 units in the 

same period last year (Q2 FY 2020-21), 

comprising 370,619 units in the domestic 

market and 22,511 units in the export 

market. 

This year's highlight was a record-breaking 

increase in exports. Export sales were the 

biggest in the company's history, and the 

first half of this year's data surpassed full-

year sales last year, according to the 

automaker. 

The company also stated that due to an 

electronics component shortage, an 

estimated 116,000 vehicles could not be 

manufactured, the majority of which were 

domestic models. At the conclusion of the 

quarter, the firm had over 200,000 pending 

client orders for which it was making every 

effort to accelerate deliveries. 

The quarter was also highlighted by an 

unparalleled spike in the pricing of 

commodities such as steel, aluminium, and 

precious metals over the course of a year, 

according to Maruti Suzuki. The company 

made every attempt to absorb rising input 

costs by cutting costs and passing the 

savings on to customers in the form of 

higher automobile prices. 
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While the company's net profit improved by 

7.8% in Q2 FY22 compared to Q1 FY22, 

net sales climbed by 14.9 percent. 

Maruti Suzuki India is a company that 

manufactures, buys, and sells automobiles, 

parts, and accessories (automobiles). 

 

Centre releases final tranche of GST 

recompense loans to States 

 

The Central Government completed 44,000 

Crore in back-to-back loans to States and 

Union Territories in lieu of GST 

compensation dues, completing the transfer 

of 1.59 lakh crore in expected 

compensation deficit under this method this 

fiscal year, On Thursday. 

In comparison to 2020-21, when 1.1 lakh 

crore was sent to States in smaller 

instalments till the latter part of the year, the 

early disbursement of GST compensation 

dues this year, with five months remaining 

in the financial year, will assist States 

manage their budgets better. The expected 

GST compensation deficit for this fiscal 

year has been distributed in three 

instalments: 75,000 crore on July 15, 

40,000 crore on October 7, and the most 

recent payment of 44,000 crore. 

The 1.59 lakh crore would be in addition to 

the compensation in excess of 1 lakh crore 

expected to be disbursed to States and 

Union Territories this fiscal year based on 

actual cess collections, according to the 

Finance Ministry. Every two months, the 

money accumulated as "regular GST 

compensation" are released. 

"The overall amount of GST compensation 

accruing in FY 2021-22 is projected to 

surpass the amount of GST compensation 

accruing in FY 2021-22," it said, implying 

that this might cover part of the 

compensation gap still pending for 2020-

21. 

"It is envisaged that this revelation would 

assist States and Union Territories in 

planning their public expenditure, including 

enhancing health infrastructure and 

executing infrastructure projects, among 

other things." the Ministry said, 

emphasising that the funds were 

"frontloaded" because States play a critical 

role in effectively managing the COVID-19 

pandemic and increasing capital 

expenditure. 

The early release of the GST compensation 

loans, according to ICRA chief economist 

Aditi Nayar, will help States avoid bundling 
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up spending plans towards the end of the 

year and should help to compress the size of 

the State Development loan auctions in the 

short term, resulting in a modest cooling of 

bond yields. 

"Only four states, Karnataka, Maharashtra, 

Gujarat, and Punjab, have received one-

third of the loan sum." "This emphasises the 

coming structural shock that states with a 

strong reliance on GST compensation 

would suffer when the initial five-year 

transition and compensation period ends," 

Ms. Nayar said. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CASE ANALYSIS 

A.T. Mydeen and Anr. Vs. The Assistant 

Commissioner, Customs Department 

PARTIES:       The Assistant Commissioner, 

Customs Department, Tuticorin 

A. Dhanapal and four others as respondents 

JUDGES: J. Dr. D.Y. Chandrachud, J. 

Vikram Nath, J. B.V. Nagarathna 

 ANALYSIS OF JUDGEMENT 

The present set of appeals challenges the 

correctness of the learned Single Judge of 

the Madras High Court, Madurai Bench's 

judgement and order dated 19.10.2019 in 

Criminal Appeal Nos. (MD) 58 and 59 of 

2009, titled as The Assistant 

Commissioner, Customs Department, 

Tuticorin Vs. A. Dhanapal and four others 

as respondents in Crl.A.(MD) No. 58 of 

2009 and K.M.A. Alexander as sole 

respondent in Cr l.A.(MD) No. 59 of 2009. 

All six defendants were acquitted by the 

trial court in separate judgments and orders 

dated 23.05.2008 issued in C.C. No. 2 of 

2003 and C.C. No. 4 of 2004 under sections 

132, 135(1)(a)(ii) read with 135A of the 

Customs Act 1962. The High Court, on the 

other hand, proceeded to register all six 

accused's convictions and sentenced them 

to one year in prison and a fine of Rs. 

50,000/- apiece, with an additional six 

months’ harsh imprisonment if they did not 
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comply. As a result, both appeals were 

granted. 

On 10.03.1998, the Anti-Smuggling Wing 

of the Tuticorin Customs Department 

raided a warehouse located at Door No. 

111, Etayapuram Road, Tuticorin town 

after receiving specific information. During 

the raid, cops discovered a considerable 

number of cardboard boxes. Rahman Sait 

alias Nathan, Selvaraj, and Sullan, three 

other people who identified themselves as 

Rahman Sait alias Nathan, Selvaraj, and 

Sullan, were also there. 

Before two witnesses, all 476 cartons, 

plastic strips, packing supplies, loose 

Mangalore tiles, and marking stencil plates 

were confiscated, and separate memos 

(Mahazars) were made. One key chain from 

Room No. 212, Chitra Lodge, was also 

seized during Mr. Nathan's search. The 

seized items were taken to the Customs 

Office. Sandalwood was for Rs. 96,52,800/-

, while Mangalore tiles were at Rs. 10,000/-

. Thus, the total value is Rs. 96,62,800/-. 

Following the completion of the 

investigation, the Assistant Commissioner 

of Customs filed a criminal complaint 

against five defendants: A. Dhanapal, A.T. 

Mydeen, Janarthanan, N. Ramesh, and 

Rahman Sait, alleging violations of sections 

132, 132(1)(a)(ii), and 135A of the 

Customs Act. 

Because the sixth accused, K.M.A. 

Alexander, eluded capture and was later 

apprehended, Assistant Commissioner filed 

a second charge against him, which was 

registered as Calendar Case No. 4 of 2004 

in the Court of Additional Chief Judicial 

Magistrate, Madurai. In this instance, the 

prosecution called seven witnesses and 

produced 13 evidence that were all proven. 

On May 23, 2008, the Trial Court issued 

two separate decisions in both cases, C.C. 

Nos. 2 of 2003 and 4 of 2004, acquitting all 

of the defendants based on the following 

findings: 

There was no evidence presented to 

demonstrate that the accused are Customs 

House Agents who packed and retained the 

boxes with the goal of illegally exporting 

Sandal Wood to Singapore. 

 

 It was established that the sandalwood had 

arrived in Tuticorin two months prior, and 

the shipping bill was cancelled. As a result, 

it cannot be stated that the accused intended 

to evade the customs duty imposed by the 

customs department by passing the green 

gate and escaping by filing a false 

declaration in violation of section 135 of the 

Customs Act. 

There are no papers on file to prove that the 

accused fabricated documents and 
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exhibited them in front of anyone under 

section 132 of the Customs Act. 

 It was not proven beyond a reasonable 

doubt that the accused attempted to export 

a carton containing prohibited sandalwood 

using forged documents with the intent of 

evading customs duty under section 135 

(1)(a)(ii) of the Customs Act, causing 

revenue loss to the customs department and 

violating section 135A of the Customs Act. 

Because the case is pending before Forest 

Department officials, this court cannot 

issue an order allowing customs officials to 

sell or auction goods under Section 126 of 

the Customs Act. Furthermore, because the 

sandalwood had not been placed in the Trial 

Court under section 95 CrPC, it was not in 

the Trial Court's custody. 

The Customs Department, enraged by the 

verdict, filed two appeals with the High 

Court. By judgement dated 19.10.2019, the 

learned Single Judge, Madurai Bench of the 

Madras High Court, found all six 

defendants guilty under section 

135(1)(a)(ii) read with 135A of the 

Customs Act. 

However, the acquittal under Section 132 of 

the Customs Act was confirmed. Later, by 

order dated November 23, 2019, it handed 

down the punishment described in 

paragraph No. 3. The High Court's decision 

is a shared decision in both appeals. 

The six defendants have each addressed this 

Court and filed three different appeals (@ 

special leave petitions) in response to the 

foregoing conviction and sentence. 

Appellant No. 1, Janarthanan, in appeals @ 

SLP (Crl.) Nos 833-34/2020, is said to have 

died on September 28, 2021, hence his 

appeal is dismissed as abated. 

Mr. R. Basant and Mr. S. Nagamuthu, 

learned senior counsel, and Mr. K.K. Mani, 

learned counsel for the appellants, and Mr. 

Vikramjit Banerjee, learned Additional 

Solicitor General for the respondent, have 

testified before us. 

Mr. S. Nagamuthu, the appellants' 

distinguished senior counsel, made a 

strictly legal argument. He argued that if 

this point is appealed to this Court without 

going into the merits, it will result in a 

remand to the High Court. In case he loses 

on the preliminary legal issue, he'll save his 

other merit grounds. 

The argument is that the High Court issued 

a single common judgement in both appeals 

stemming from two different trials and 

judgements, but only evaluated the 

evidence of one case, and that too without 

identifying which case, in order to find all 

six accused guilty in both appeals. 

Mr. Vikramjit Banerjee, learned Additional 

Solicitor General for the Customs 

Department, on the other hand, while 
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agreeing that evidence from only one case 

was considered in deciding both appeals, 

argued that because the evidence in both 

cases was identical, the appellants could not 

claim a serious error. 

In rebuttal, skilled counsel for the 

appellants argued that while the witnesses 

examined in both cases were the same and 

the papers filed were likewise the same, the 

witnesses were not interrogated in the same 

order, nor were the documents proved and 

shown in the same order. In any case, the 

evidence in both cases should have been 

considered independently by the High 

Court. It could have been settled by a 

common judgement, but not without 

dealing with the evidence in both trials 

independently. 

The question before us at this point is 

whether the evidence recorded in a separate 

trial of accused can be examined and 

evaluated by the appellate court in a 

criminal appeal coming from a different 

trial conducted against another accused for 

the commission of the same crime. 

To study and dissect this topic, we must 

remember that a fair trial is the cornerstone 

of the criminal justice system, and there are 

some guiding principles that must be 

followed to ensure a fair trial for an accused 

person. Under the Cr.P.C. and the Evidence 

Act, 1872, the statutory arrangement of our 

criminal justice delivery system includes 

minimal rules in this regard. 

Nothing in principle prevents this from 

happening. Because the two cases we're 

dealing with are against two separate 

people who committed the same crime, the 

premise of Sambasivam's case doesn't 

apply here. Furthermore, as previously said, 

each case must be resolved based on the 

facts presented, regardless of any previous 

views of the same act based on different 

evidence presented in another case." The 

right of an accused to observe prosecution 

witnesses testifying in a court of law is 

undeniably valuable. 

It goes without saying that the provisions of 

Section 299 of the Code must be strictly 

interpreted, and that strict adherence to 

them is therefore required. It is a well-

known principle of statutory interpretation 

that any word defined in the statutory 

provision should be accorded the same 

meaning when construing other provisions 

of the statute where the same term is 

employed. 

The core of the above synthesis is that 

evidence presented in a criminal trial 

against one accused is limited to that 

accused's guilt alone, and it has no 

influence on a co-accused who has been 

tried on the basis of evidence presented in a 

separate trial, though for the same crime. 
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There is another important reason why we 

are inclined to remand both cases back to 

the High Court. We find that the learned 

single Judge of the High Court did not 

follow the correct procedure as required by 

law, and so the High Court's ruling must be 

set aside. A common judgement that has 

been set aside in one appeal cannot be 

reinstated in another.A severance of the 

decision is not possible, especially in 

criminal cases where the rights of the 

accused are just as significant as the rights 

of the victim. 

As a result, the appeals are granted. The 

High Court's decision of October 19, 2019, 

is overturned. The appeals will be heard 

again by the High Court in light of the 

aforementioned observations. 
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The supreme court of India held that as per 

section 61 of insolvency and bankruptcy the 

priod of limitation for filing an appeal can 

run when the same is pronounced and is not 

dependent on the date when the order is 

uploaded . the appellant who failed to file 

an application for the certified copy cannot 

immediately raise the plea of extension of 

period of limitation on the ground of 

uploading the order. 

The court held that a diligent litigant is 

expected to apply for the certified copy 

immediately. This act is not just an 

technical requirement but also an indication 

of the diligence of aggrieved party in 

pursuing the litigation , observed by justice 

DY Chandrachud , justice Vikram Nath and 

justice BV Nagarathna.  

LEGAL PROVISIONS 

Section 420(3) of company’s act , Rule 

22(2) Rule 14 Rule 50 of NCLAT rules , 
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section 43 and 45 of IBC act , section 61(2) 

and 61(1) of NCLT 

BACKGROUND 

On dec 31, 2019 the subject order was 

marked by NCLT and the corrected copy of 

it was uploaded on 20 march 2020. The 

appellant claims that he had not received 

the free copy of the order which he had 

applied for on 23rd march 2020. On 8 june 

2020 the appeal was filed before NCLAT 

with an application for exemption from 

filing a certified copy of the order as it was 

not issued. Section 61 (2) of IBC mandates 

a limitation period of 30 days extendable by 

15 days on which NCLAT relied. It also 

noted that appellant had no evidence to 

prove that certified copy was not provided 

to him.  

APPELLANT’S CONTENTIONS  

Appellant went to supreme court and 

challenge the NCLAT order. His main 

contention was that the limitation period 

will start only after the issuance of the 

certified copy of the order. Section 420(3) 

of Company’s Act when read with Rule 50 

of NCLT rules allowed free copy of order 

issued to each party . The limitation would 

run from the date free copy is issued to the 

party. NCLAT rules, rule number 22 

mandates a certified copy of an order to file 

an appeal , while rule 14 permits a waiver 

from compliance from any of the rules. 

ISSUES CONSIDERED 

1. When will the clock of calculating 

the limitation period run for appeals 

find under the IBC.  

2. Is the certified copy mandatory for 

an appeal to the NCLAT against an 

order passed under the IBC. 

SUMMARY 

1. The IBC act omits the requirement 

of limitation being computed from 

when the order is made available to 

the aggrieved party contradictory to 

company’s act . Because of the 

special nature of IBC , the parties 

are expected to exercise due 

diligence in accordance to rule 22 

(2) of NCLAT rules. Section 420(3) 

of companies act prevent limitation 

from running. The appeal can be 

filed within 30 days which can be 

extended by 15 days and no more. 

2. Secondly , rule 22(2) of NCLAT 

rules mandates the certified copy of 

an appeal to the litigants. The 

discretionary waiver does not acts 

as an automatic exception where 

litigants make no effort to pursue 

the timely resolution of the 

grievance . The appellant have 

failed to apply for a certified copy .  

CONCLUSION 
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On 31st December 2019 appellant was 

presented before the NCLT when 

miscellaneous application and interim relief 

was denied to him and the appellant had put 

no effort to get the certified copy of the 

order and was relied on the uploading of the 

order on website. The period of limitation 

was ended there on 30th January 2020 and 

the extention of 15 days ie. 14 feb 2020 also 

gets expired. It is said that the lockdown 

which had an effect from 23rd march 2020 

and the suo moto of court had no impact on 

the appellant’s rights and the NCLAT has 

rightly dismissed the appeal on limitation . 

Therefore, the present appeal under section 

62 of IBC stands dismissed. 
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